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1. Key Terms 
 

Long-term storage: Long-term storage systems can deliver full power for typically up to three 

weeks. This kind of storage can be used to overcome the so called “dark calm” periods. 

Efficiency: is the ratio of the output energy to the input energy.  

Energy E: is the core entity of a power system.  

Power P: as physical value describes the rate of energy transfer per unit of time which can be 

supplied or consumed by a system.  

Renewable energy: Renewable energy means energy generated from sources that are not 
exhaustible, and include wave, wind, solar and geothermal power. 
 
 

2. Abstract: 
The core entity of a power system is energy E. The ideal purpose of power systems is that the  

consumption (conversion again) of (electrical) energy, distribution, transmission, generation  

(conversion). normally energy are often viewed as the capability to try and do work. Energy can 

take a lot of forms during conversion like mechanical, electrical, thermal and chemical. With 

regard to storage systems the term energy happens as the capacity of a storage system furthermore,  

as the amount of energy charged into a storage system or discharged from a storage system [1]. 

This  

report focuses on storage technologies and specifically those that are able to absorb electricity from  

the system and reconvert it into electricity at a later time. 

 

3. Introduction: 
There is a global effort to rise the share of renewable power generation in the electricity supply  

to avoid the environmental impacts and the threat of global warming. nevertheless, there are two  

main fastest growing renewable energy sources, Solar and wind power, are altering naturally  

because of the daily and seasonal patterns in addition of weather condition. The aim of this  

sceintific report is to offer an overview on storage technologies such as Electromechanical, 

 Electromagnetic, Electrochemical, Flow Batteries, Batteries and Thermal Storage. and a  
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classification of each one of them. Also, their potential applications, in particular when it  

comes to the transition to a high share of renewable energy in the electricity system [1].  

(Figure 1). 

 
Figure 1 Types of storage Technologies and their applications [2] 

 

Based on very high renewable energy shares, electricity storage can be a vital aspect of a future  

decarbonized energy system [2]. In order to bridge the spatial gap between supply and demand,  

the transition to a power system with a high share of renewable energy generation implies a  

different designed electricity grid with higher transmission capacity. In addition, the power system  

needs abilities to bridge the distance between supply and demand in time, which it might call 

flexibility. Flexibility is the power system 's ability to align fluctuating generation with also 

fluctuating - demand. As a principle, Flexibility can be established by various sources or  

combinations thereof. ecological considerations, Social acceptance, Economic factors and other  

factors that impact on the decision.  with rising renewable generation shares, the electricity system  

is Transitioning from currently demand-driven centralized and fossil-based generation, where  

flexibility is given by dispatchable generation, to more supply driven regenerative and distributed 

generation of energy where additional sources of flexibility are required. This additionally, affects  

the operational principles and therefore the system stability. Habitually, the main typical power  
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plants offer energy and equalization power to the grid and the power flow is usually directed from  

the upper voltage levels (location of power plants) to the lower voltage levels (location of  

consumers). This additionally, affects the operational principles and therefore, the system 

stability.  

Traditionally, the main typical power plants offer energy and equalization power to the 

grid and the facility flow are usually directed from the upper voltage levels (location of power  

plants) to the lower voltage levels (location of consumers). because of a rise in renewable  

electricity generation on the middle and low-voltage level (residential PV systems, onshore wind  

power) the power flow direction is often inversed. Furthermore, throughout times with high  

renewable energy feed-in the electricity demand can be covered fully by renewable generators. 

This results in situations where new ways of guaranteeing system stability need to be found  

either conventional power plants have to be run at lowest load with high specific emissions, or  

electricity storage systems, demand side response and therefore the renewable energy generators  

themselves have to provide the mandatory system services.[1] 

 

4. Storage options for electricity 
 

Storage systems are normally able to provide positive and / or negative control power to the  

grid in several time scales. Negative control power is equal to an increase in demand (e.g. charging  

a battery) Positive power is equal to a rise in supply (e.g. discharging a battery). For that purpose a  

range of various technologies are often used. Generally, supplying control power always causes 

costs and losses. the extent of costs and losses is different. Depending on the selection of  

technology. Therefore, it's crucial to analyzethe various choices for storing energy in detail and  

to pick applicable technologies with respect to the demand. Storage systems additionally, include 

 technologies beyond the classical storage systems, which take up electrical energy and provide  

electrical energy. (Figure 2) shows a classification of various energy storage technologies 

classified by their work principle and typical time scale of application. The time scale indicates the  

standard energy to power ratio of the technologies and corresponds to the typical time of charging  

and discharging.[1] 
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Figure 2  Energy storage technologies classification with examples for each type[1] 

 
4.1 Electromechanical storage systems. 

4.1.1 Pumped Hydroelectric Storage (PHS)  

Pumped hydro energy storage is that the major storage technology worldwide with over 127  

GW installed power and has been used since the first 20th century. they're used as medium-term  

storage systems, i.e. usually two to eight hours E2P-ratio. Technically no major enhancements   

Are often achieved as this technology consists of well-known components and has matured over 

many decades. Slight improvements in efficiency and costs could be attained with advanced  

turbine and generator designs. Its in operation principle relies on managing the gravitative 

potential energy of water, by pumping it from a lower reservoir to an higher reservoir whereas 

consuming power from the grid, or by releasing water from the upper reservoir to the lower one  

once energy has to be injected into the grid (Figure 3). The energy stored is proportional to the  

volume of water within the upper reservoir and therefore the height of the waterfall [2]. 
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Figure 3 The operating principle of pumped hydroelectric storage[2] 

 To calculate the energy, 

EPHS = 𝜌𝜌gHV, 

where EPHS is the stored energy, in joules, 𝜌𝜌 is the density of the water, equivalent to 1000 

kg/m3, g is the acceleration due to gravity, equivalent to 9.8 m/s2, H is the height of the waterfall 

(in meters), and V is the volume of water stored in the upper reservoir.[2]  

 

4.1.2 Compressed Air Energy Storage (CAES)  

As a medium-term storage of energy, CAES systems are used and can be used as an alternative  

to pumped hydro storage systems. CAES systems are based on the technology of conventional 

turbines. Energy is stored in an underground storage cavern within the compressed air type, at  

pressures between 40-70 bar at near-ambient temperature [2] (figure 4). 
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Figure 4 The operating principle of compressed air energy storage (CAES) [2]. 

 

       4.1.3 Flywheel  

Flywheels have very high cycle life and power density, although only a median energy density 

and a very high self-discharge rate (see table below). Therefore, flywheels perform well for 

applications, that demand very high power for under a brief time with a high variety of charging-

discharging cycles and only short storing periods (neither charging nor discharging). they're used, 

for example, for grid stabilization purposes for trams and underground trains. Due to their high 

self-discharge rate they are not capable to produce applications with longer storage times [1] 

(Figure 5). 
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Figure 5 Schematic diagram of flywheel energy storage system[1] 

 
4.2 Electromagnetic Storage system 

4.2.1 Super Capacitor 
The electrical energy in a super capacitor is deposited between the electrodes within the static  

electric field and thus the electrolyte ions within the static electric field. The ions pass from one 

electrode to the other during the charging and discharging process. Super Capacitors are also 

found between classical capacitors and batteries with respect to power density and energy  

density. They have a very high cycle life and power density in comparison to batteries, but a 

 much lower energy density. Therefore, they're utilized in short-term and high-power storage  

systems. they’re additionally used in hybrid storage systems with batteries so as to extend 

 their lifetime. Furthermore, they as an example used for stabilising the voltage in on-board  

grids of cars and trains [1] (Figure 6). 
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Figure 6 Schematic diagram of Super-Capacitor energy storage system [1]   

 
4.2.2 Superconductive Magnetic Energy Storage (SMES) 

Short-term storage systems for very short periods (power storage) are SMES systems. They're 

just utilized in some applications for demonstrations and niche. According to the cooling 

 demand, hey have very high standby losses. SMES systems with high temperature  

superconductors are currently under analysis with the goal of reducing the demand for cooling. 

because of the restricted areas of application, SMES systems can hardly compete with different 

 technologies [1] (Figure 7). 

 
Figure 7  Schematic diagram of Superconductive Magnetic Energy Storage system[1] 
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4.3 Electrochemical storage system 
Chemical storage systems with internal and external storage facilities exist. Storage systems with external  
storage have the advantage of separately designing the energy content and power capacity. In addition to  
redox-flow batteries, hydrogen and methane storage are main examples. In internal storage systems,  
energy content and power capacity rely on each other: higher energy content often means higher power  
capability. In low- and high-temperature batteries, a distinction is formed. Batteries with low temperature  
batteries operate at around temperature, whereas batteries with high temperatures operate at around 
 300 ° C [1]. Chemical storage systems can be classified as illustrated in Figure 8 below:  

 
Figure 8 Classification of chemical storage systems[1] 

4.3.1 Chemical storage systems with external storage  

4.3.1.1 Hydrogen Storage System 
2 extreme properties define hydrogen energy storage systems. The specific costs of the storage itself are  
very low because of the high volumetric energy density of compressed H and hence the possibility of  
storing large amounts of H in salt caverns. Additionally, however, the conversion chain efficiency is very  
low, i.e. less than 40 percent for one charge-discharge cycle. Besides, small and medium-sized storage  
systems for hydrogen have considerably higher specific costs than salt caverns. Hydrogen is generated 
by electricity through an electrolyzer during the charging process. The hydrogen produced is compressed  
and stored in salt caverns or special tanks, for example. Hydrogen is also utilized to drive combustion  

turbines or fuel cells throughout the discharging process. In addition, in hydrogen cars with fuel cells or 
special combustion engines or for heat generation, hydrogen can be utilized directly for power generation. 
Large-scale and long-term energy storage (weekly, monthly, seasonal) is the key application in the   
context of renewable energy integration, where low storage capacity costs outweigh the inefficiency of  
conversion. There are no large-scale H energy storage systems operating these days as a result of  
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conventional backup generation capacity or long-distance transmission and instant consumption are 
 much cheaper at this level of renewable energy penetration. For power systems with very large fractions 
 of renewable energy for example 80-100 percent, hydrogen storage is expected to become much needed. 
Storage within the natural gas grid is an alternative to the storage of hydrogen in caverns. The acceptable 
 hydrogen concentration is restricted to a few percent today, in line with the latest industry standard. 
Technically, if downstream processes (e.g. compressed natural gas (CNG) cars) are adjusted, this level  
might be increased. The greatest possible share of hydrogen in the gas grid, as well as the necessary 
 infrastructure changes are now the topic of discussion among experts. However, this storage option  

constitutes a very large energy reserve, even if it is limited to a few percent of the volume. Although  
high capacity H energy storage systems were n’t expected to be installed soon, the relevant components 
 are well-known and commercially offered: electrolyzes are utilized in a large scale in the chemical 
 industry. Present development efforts are based on improved efficiency and higher low-cost load  
flexibility.H turbines are not commercially available, however it but will be installed in line with a large  
manufacturer whenever the market is there. The use of fuel cells for large-scale applications remains very 
 expensive however has the potential to enhance the AC-to-AC-efficiency to about 50%. [1] (Figure 9). 

 
Figure 9 Schematic diagram of Hydrogen energy storage system[1] 

4.3.1.2 Power to Gas Methanation / Synthectic Natural Gas  

The storage of synthetic natural gas is another option to the storage of hydrogen. The so called 
"methanation", an exothermic reaction often referred to as the Fischer Tropsch process, is produced from 
hydrogen and CO2. The end product, methane, is the main constituent of natural gas and is thus totally 
compatible with the present natural gas infrastructure. It can therefore be injected without restrictions into 
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the natural gas grids. About four hundred TWh (German gas grid) storage capacity could then be used for  
medium- and long-term storage purposes. Complete compatibility with the present natural gas value chain 
 is precisely the main advantage of methanation over the direct use of hydrogen. However, the most   
disadvantage is that the additional efficiency loss and thus the cost added. In addition to this, the process  
needs an external source of CO2 and produces waste heat. The efficiency of the overall process is further 
decreased whenever this heat is not utilized for residential heating or industrial processes. Standard  

power plants or biogas plants are also used as CO2-based sources. However, excess electricity periods 
 for methanation and CO2 production periods from power plants do not coincide. This could result in the  
burning of carbon to come up with energy and utilizing electricity at the same time to generate methane.  

In different words, the needed carbon dioxide storage causes extra costs. Methanation, however, provides  

the chance to interconnect the electricity system with the heat and fuel market. Application schemes are 
 being investigated wherever excess electricity, CO2 supply and heat demand coincide. A first kW-scale  
demonstration project has been built and operated in Germany and demonstrations on the MW scale are   
proposed.[1] 

 
Figure 10 Schematic diagram of Power to Gas energy storage system [1] 

 

4.3.1.3 Flow Batteries  

A Battery Energy Storage System (BESS) converts electrical energy into potential chemical energy  
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whereas charging and discharging electrical energy. It is typically based on reduction and oxidation 

 reactions (commonly referred to as redox reactions). an electrochemical reduction reaction is one that 

 enables electrons to be obtained by the component involved, while an oxidation reaction enables the  

component to lose electrons.[2] The greatest advantage of this type of battery is that it offers a large  

capacity for comparatively cheap "weekly" storage through independent scaling of power and energy.  

For this purpose, as vanadium and zinc / bromine are too costly to make this technology competitive, cost

effective redox pairs should be investigated. The active material in flow batteries is made from salt that  

is dissolved in a fluid electrolyte. In reservoirs, the electrolyte is stored. The electrolyte is pumped up via 

a central reaction unit throughout charging and discharging, where a current is applied or delivered.  

The tank size determines the energy capacity of the battery and the power of the battery is also determind 

by the reaction unit (cell stack). Principally, since the construction of larger tanks is mostly performed  

simply and quickly, this battery technology works very well for large and medium-scale technical  

operations. For example, this is a possible technology that could bridge the gap between medium-

term storage (1-10 hours) and long-term storage (several weeks) to compensate weekly fluctuations  

of the generation of renewable energy.[1] 

 

Figure 11 13: Design of a flow battery system [1] 

 

The key advantage of this type of battery is that it offers a large capacity for relatively low-cost 
 "weekly" storage through independent scaling of power and energy. Cost-efficient redox-pairs 
 need to be investigated for this purpose, as vanadium and zinc / bromine are too costly to form 
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 this technology competitive. because of the leakage caused by the acidic liquids used, maintenance 
 costs of flow batteries are still high. The scaling up of the cell stack to reduce the cost of production 
 is another technical challenge. [1] 

4.3.2 Chemical storage systems with internal storage  

4.3.2.1 Lithium-ion (Li-ion) Battery  
Currently, lithium-ion batteries attract a lot of attention and are seen as potential solutions in the Fields 

of production, electromobility and renewable generation. For instance, Tesla Motors batteries are  

considered to be very attractive for multiple applications, even taking into consideration hat at the time 

of writing this book, the manufacturer has yet to begin rolling out product deliveries. Lithium metal  

oxide, in the form of lithium cobalate (LiCoO2), is usually the active material in the cathode 

(positive electrode) of Li-ion cells. The negative electrode is mainly carbon (C) and the electrode actually, 

contains lithium atoms. The electrolyte is an organic solution of dissolved salts based on lithium, such as 

LiClO4 and LiPF6. Finally, the areas of the electrode are separated by polyethylene or polypropylene  
based porous separators.[2]  

 
Figure 12 A schematic of an Li-ion battery cell [2] 

⠀ 
As medium-term energy storage, lithiumion batteries are mostly used, but can also be used  

as short-term storage. In recent years, they have been the most important storage technology 

of portable applications (e.g. laptops, mobile phones). Also, mainly lithium-ion batteries are 

used in electric vehicles. They will be a motivating option in stationary applications, too. There  

are several demonstration projects in Europe with lithium-ion battery containers, while there are  

several in the US. lithium-ion battery storage containers are already used in weak grid areas.[1] 
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A large number of electrolytes and variations of electrode materials, which produce entirely 

 different characteristics are often used in lithium-ion batteries. There is still high development 

 activities with the large number of possible materials combinations, and until now it is not clear  

which design can provide the best number of factors for the utilize in large storage systems, and 

 also, in the area of electric traction. The main challenge with lithium-ion batteries is to reach  

a significant cost reduction combined with acceptable lifetime and safety [1]. 

 

4.3.2.2 Lead-Acid Battery  
About a hundred and forty years of research has been done involving lead acid batteries. There  

are two main types of lead acid batteries: Flooded batteries, the most common topology, and  

valve-regulated batteries, which are subject to extensive research and development. Lead-acid  

battery cells are usually built from many parallel-arranged lead plates.  Alternatively, these  

are polarized, so lead dioxide PbO2 is coated on the cathodic plates and porous lead Pb on the 

 anodic plates. The plates are immersed in the electrolyte, which is formed up of sulfuric 

acid H2SO4. Lead–acid batteries suffer from some issues as a results of the way in 

which they're charged and discharged, one among which is the so-called sulfation. this 

occurs once the battery is deprived of periodic full-charge processes. during 

this case, large lead sulfate crystals are formed, which can't be reversed within the porous lead and 

lead dioxide in the electrodes of the battery, therefore decreasing the battery’s capacity. 

Sulfation is additionallyexacerbated by exhausting the energy stored in the battery, so very deep 

discharges are not recommended. Another common problem arises when the applied charging 

voltage surpasses the admissible or recommended level. during this case, the water within 

the electrolyte are often exhausted by forming hydrogen gas, with the consequent risk of 

explosion due to its high flammability. The way they handle the gases produced in the chemical  

reactions in the cells is one of the most notable differences between flooded and valve-regulated 

 lead-acid batteries. Hydrogen gas is evacuated from the cell naturally in flooded batteries, and  

the electrolyte can also be easily replaced. Batteries that are valve-regulated are sealed, so these 

 operations aren't possible. However, they ensure no electrolyte and gas leakages, thus accounting 

for needing for a mechanism to recombine the hydrogen formed into water dissolved in the 

electrolyte.[2] 
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Figure 13 Principle of the discharge and charge process in a Lead-acid cell[1] 

 

4.3.2.3 Nickel–Cadmium Batteries  

 
In both portable and general stationary industrial applications, nickel-cadmium (Ni Cd) batteries 

 are utilized. The battery is in sealed form in portable applications, and in filled form in 

industrial applications. In the area of alkaline batteries, it is worth noting that Ni-Cd batteries 

 compete with NiMH. Ni-Cd batteries are produced using nickel and Cd hydroxide primarily.  

These materials are then polarized into cathodic plates of nickel oxyhydroxide Ni (OH), and 

porous cadmium anodic plates. The battery cells are immersed in a potassium hydroxide 

 KOH based electrolytic aqueous alkaline solution. a separator is used to stop short circuits 

 Between adjacent electrode plates and electrode plates within the cell. This is normally based  

on polystyrene or polypropylene, but different options, such as fibrous polyamide, are suitable. 

 The selection of the separator is crucial, as it can constrain the simple mobility between the 

 electrodes of ions formed in chemical reactions, and this translates into an increase in the inner 

 resistance of the cell. Ni–Cd batteries present good characteristics with regard to cyclability 

(more than 3500 cycles [98], and even 50 000 cycles at 10% of DoD), high ramp power rates, and 

low maintenance. On the other hand, they present 3 major drawbacks that limit their commercial 
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 success. First, the cost of Ni–Cd batteries is very high compared to the cost of lead–acid batteries 

(more than 10 times). Second, cadmium and nickel are toxic heavy metals that may cause health 

risks in humans. For this reason, the European Commission proposed recycling targets of a 

minimum of 75% for this sort of battery in Nov 2003. Third, Ni–Cd batteries suffer from the 

memory effect. once a Ni–Cd battery is repeatedly recharged before changing into totally  

discharged, an unexpected fall within the cell is fully fledged. consistent with Brussel and Pistoia, 

this voltage drop isn't a sign of a true capacity fade in the cell. However, since the resultant voltage 

at now is under that required for the proper management of the associated power conversion, the 

memory effect is actually regarded as a capacity fade. Furthermore, the memory effect is 

experienced in sealed Ni–Cd batteries, however not in flooded ones.[2] 

 

 
4.3.2.4 Sodium-Nickel-Chloride  
Instead of a fluid like other batteries, (NaNiCl2, also known as Zebra-battery) and Sodium-

Sulphur-batteries (NaS) have a solid-state electrolyte. An operating temperature of 270-350 ° C 

is required to achieve sufficiently high ion conductivity and to transfer the active masses into the 

fluid condition. Charging or discharging is no longer possible once the battery is cooled down,  

and there is a possibility of cracks within the ceramic electrolyte. The battery temperature will 

be preserved by its own reaction heat with sufficiently dimensioned insulation for everyday use.  

Thus, these batteries qualify for daily cycling applications, but are inappropriate for long standby

times in uninterrupted power supply (UPS) applications. Usually, they are medium-term energy 

Storage. One of the most promising technologies for stationary high-power applications Is 

Sodium-sulfur (NaS) batteries. The low Na atomic weight and also the high thermodynamic  

voltage configure high specific power sudium-based battery cells. The construction of cells is 

very different from the ones presented so far. The NaS battery cell electrodes are liquid, whereas 

the electrolyte, which works as a separator in turn, is solid. An electrolyte is enclosed in the 

negative electrode (liquid sodium), which is formed in a tube fashion (see Figure 14).  

Ceramic beta-alumina is the material of the electrolyte, and liquid sulfur is the material of the 

positive electrode (usually embedded in a very carbon felt). They need to be melted to get the  

electrodes to their liquid state, imposing operating temperatures of about 300-400 ° C. for NaS  

batteries. At this temperature, a good conductor of the ions formed within the chemical reactions 
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within the cell could be the ceramic solution.[2] 

 
Figure 14 A schematic of a NaS battery cell and module.[2] 

 
 
 
The relatively new technology is sodium-sulfur batteries. Among the various characteristics,  

the main advantages are their high energy efficiency (85%) and energy density (151 kWh / m3), 

combined with very low self-discharge rates, low maintenance and nearly 99% recyclability. 

The high operating temperature, about 350 ° C, is a very important feature of these batteries. 

In this regard, it is convenient to note that the energy input needed to maintain a proper  

operating temperature is low because the cell reactions are exothermic, and thus the battery effici

ency is not significantly reduced. Together with a relatively low cost of capital (comparable to th

e cost of conventional lead-acid batteries), these characteristics characterize the NaS battery as  

one of the most promising technologies for high-power storage applications.[2] 

 

4.4 High Temperature Thermal Energy Storage Systems  

 
High temperature thermoelectric energy storage systems (TEES) can also be used for storing elec

trical energy. They are medium-term energy storage systems that function as pumped hydro and 

CAES systems in similar regions. An electrical heater is generated by high temperature heat at  

around 500 ° C during the charging process. Heat pumps may alternatively be used, which makes 

the systems more complicated. The heat, like magnesium oxide bricks or molten salt, is stored 

in a thermal storage. In the discharging process the heat is extracted from the thermal storage and  

steam is generated which drives a turbine. The turbine feeds power into the electricity grid [1].   
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Usually, thermal energy is stored at the time of production in order to prevent energy losses   

Because of the conversion of various sources of energy (e.g. electrical energy) to thermal  

energy. Thus, by means of thermal energy storage technologies, we mean systems that absorb,  

store and release thermal energy for other purposes in an extremely controlled manner. The field  

of storage of thermal energy is extensive. However, the technologies available can be classified  

into three key categories: sensible heat media, latent heat media, and chemical heat media.[2] 

 

 
Figure 15 Schematic diagram of thermoelectric energy storage system[2] 

 

 
 

Figure 16 classification of the Thermal storage.[3] 
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5. Conclusion  

 
In general, electricity storage systems are able to offer positive (feed-in of power into the grid) 

and negative (draw of power from the grid) control power to the grid. they are able to convert 

“electricity to electricity”. There are also alternatives that are able to generate identical behavior; 

systems that only supply positive control power converting “anything to electricity”. as a 

conclusion, the operative principles in addition because the main characteristics of many storage 

technologies and their related power conversion systems have been described. there's an 

extensive catalog of storage technologies covering systems of various natures and with various in 

operation principles. The performance of all types of storage may be expressed in terms of 

principal characteristics such as power and energy capacity, cyclability, time response, and 

efficiency, amongst others. There are no ideal storage media – each technology is best suited 

for different systems and for different purposes – therefore any technology selection process  

should be based on the above-mentioned metrics. In the development and deployment of  

storage technologies, power conversion systems play a key role. For those types of storage 

that are not synchronized with the external grid, but are connected by power electronics, the  

report summarizes the usual topologies. This research has shown that it is necessary to adapt 

power conversion systems to the characteristics of the storage media and also to the ultimate 

 application of the system.[2] 
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